Filename
balloon air deflate whistling
balloon air deflate
balloon air inflate
balloon creaks and slaps 01
balloon creaks and slaps 02
balloon creaks and stress, very low
balloon creaks slow and rough
balloon creaks, long
balloon creaks, short
balloon movements
balloon slaps and short deflate
balloon slaps and twangs 01
balloon slaps and twangs 02
balloon slaps, high
balloon slide, short
balloon squeaks
balloon three slaps
balloon, impacts with water
balloon, low impacts with water
balloon, low impacts
balloon, stupid actions
bass gong
chimes little bells ring, magic effects
chimes little bells ring
chimes little bells shake
chimes whoosh, magic and dusty
high bell bowl
magic chimes
medium gong, smooth impacts
medium gong, strong impacts
rocking toy chimes 01
rocking toy chimes 02
Santa bell, different notes, continuous shaking
Santa bell, different notes, short shaking
Santa bell, different notes, various rhythms of shaking
Santa bell, high notes, fast ring

Description
BALLOON air deflate whistling
BALLOON air deflate, short and long
BALLOON air inflate, hot air
BALLOON creaks and slaps, tension pull release
BALLOON creaks and slap, short tension, release impact
BALLOON creaks and stress, very low with water inside, underwater effects
BALLOON creaks, slow and rough
creaks, long and low
BALLOON rubber short creaks
BALLOON movements, manipulated
BALLOON slaps, impacts, brief, short deflate
BALLOON slaps, impacts and short twangs, bouncing
BALLOON slaps, impacts
BALLOON slaps, high and short impacts
BALLOON rubber slide, creaks
BALLOON rubber squeaks
BALLOON three slaps, sharp impacts
BALLOON, sharp impacts with sparkling water
BALLOON, low impacts with water movment, boom
BALLOON, low impacts, muffled boom
BALLOON, stupid actions, moaning deflate, wet rubber
bass GONG, single note
CHIMES little bells ring magic effects ascending descending warbling
CHIMES little bells ring
CHIMES little bells shake, continuous
CHIMES whoosh, pass by, magic and dusty
high bell bowl, single tone
magic stereo CHIMES
medium GONG rings, smooth impacts
medium GONG rings, strong impacts, modulated releases, wah wah
rocking TOY CHIMES, cool rhythm
rocking TOY CHIMES, rapid rhythm
Santa bell, different notes, continuous shaking CHIMES
Santa bell, different notes, short shaking CHIMES
Santa bell, different notes, various rhythms of shaking, CHIMES
Santa bell, high note, fast ring, CHIMES

Santa bell, middle tone, short ring 01
Santa bell, middle tone, short ring 02
shaking toy chimes 01
shaking toy chimes 02
swinging toy chimes
tubular chimes
Turkey chimes high
Turkey Chimes mono full range ambience 01
Turkey Chimes mono full range ambience 02
Turkey Chimes stereo, full range, ambience
Turkey Chimes stereo, high and long period 01
Turkey Chimes stereo, high and long period 02
Turkey Chimes stereo, high range, ambience
Turkey Chimes stereo, medium and long period
Turkey Chimes stereo, middle high and long period
Turkey Chimes stereo, middle high and short period
cheek or jowl flaps
farts, brief and wet
farts, long and dry
farts, long and wet
farts, multiple, uncontinuous
farts, short and dry, airy
farts, short and wet
boings twangs metal
cupboard's spring
large spring, impacts and releases
large spring, large impacts and releases
little boings, thumb piano
many coins manipulated
metal cover impact and shaking release
metal cover impact modulated, wah wah
metal cover scraps 02
metal cover scrubbed, rubbed 01
metal cover scrubbed, rubbed 02
metal cover scrubbed, rubbed 03
metal cover shake
metal impact, going up and down, boing
metal jew's harp, various boings

Santa bell, middle tone, short ring, CHIMES
Santa bell, middle tone, short ring, little CHIMES
shaking toy chimes continuously, several bells
shaking toy chimes, several bells
swinging TOY CHIMES, slow and accelerate
tubular medium CHIMES
Turkey chimes high range
Turkey Chimes mono full range ambience
Turkey Chimes mono full range ambience
Turkey Chimes stereo, full range, ambience
Turkey Chimes stereo, high and long period
Turkey Chimes stereo, high and long period
Turkey Chimes stereo, high range, ambience
Turkey Chimes stereo, medium and long period
Turkey Chimes stereo, middle high and long period
Turkey Chimes stereo, middle high and short period
human jowl flaps quickly
various farts, brief and wet
various farts, long and dry, balloon deflates
various farts, long, thick and wet
various farts, multiple, pumping
farts, short airy and dry, whistling
farts, short, thick and wet, squish
metal boings TWANGS, from rake
SPRINGS, open and close cupboard, little squeaks
large SPRING, impacts and releases, vibration
large spring, large impacts and releases, long vibrations
little boings, thumb piano, various notes
many COINS manipulated, searching
metal cover impact and shaking modulated release
metal cartoon impact modulated, wah wah cymbal
metal cover scraps
metal cover scrubbed, rubbed, spin, rotate
metal cover scrubbed, rubbed, spin, rotate
metal cover scrubbed, rubbed, spin, rotate
metal cover, rattle shake
metal impact, going up and down, boing, various effects
short boings from metal jew's harp

metal long twangs or rattles
metal medium impacts with ripples
metal rattles
metal resonances 01
metal resonances 02 with water
metal resonances 02
metal resonances, various effects
metal sheet, impact with large resonnance
metallic ripple, single wave, whoosh
metallic ripple, warbling short wave
metallic ripples, continuous waves
metallic ripples, warbling waves
single coin falls
spring slide and grind
twangs and rattles metal with wood stick
various cartoon metal impacts
wobble flexible metal
paper twangs
squeaks from cork, bottle
tire skid, brake stops, fits and starts
tire skid, brake stops, short
bass glass rubber creak, creature pig snoring
high plastic rattle with metallic resonance
high plastic rattle, long period
high plastic rattle, short period
high plastic rattle, various effects
latex plastic creaks 01
latex plastic creaks 02
latex plastic organic creaks
plastic creaks
plastic leaves, whoosh
plastic sheet, double or short multiple ripples
plastic sheet, multiple ripples, tremor
plastic sheet, multiple smooth ripples
plastic sheet, single boing ripple
plastic sheet, single whoosh wave
plastic sheet, smooth impacts and two slams
plastic squeaks, long

metal long TWANGS or rattles, impact metal with trembling release
metal medium impacts with ripples, wah wah modulation
metal rattles medium impacts with shaking, trembling release
metal resonances, shiny and very smooth impacts
shiny metal resonances with water drips
metal resonances, medium shiny and very smooth impacts
shiny metal resonances, whoosh, funny pass by
metal sheet, impact with large resonnance, crash
metallic ripple, single wave, whoosh
metallic ripple, warbling short wave
metallic ripples, continuous waves, wah wah bouncing
metallic ripples, warbling waves
single coin falls into heap of coins
SPRING slides and grinds with resonnance
twangs and rattles metal with wood stick
cartoon metal impacts, various effects, power down, lightning, bouncing
wobble flexible metal, japanese saw
paper twangs, sounds like pigeon flight
short squeaks cork, bottle stopper turning
Tire SKID, brake stops, fits and starts
BRAKE stops, short
bass glass RUBBER CREAKS creature pig snoring
high little plastic object rattle with metallic resonance, vibrate
high little plastic object rattle, vibrate, long period
high plastic object rattle, vibrate, short period
high plastic rattle, whoosh, descending, ping pong ascending, continuous
latex plastic creaks, medium rubber grinding, tension
latex plastic creaks, high rubber grinding
latex plastic organic creaks, wet rubber
light plastic creaks from wheel
plastic leaves, whoosh, pass by
plastic sheet, double or short multiple ripples
plastic sheet, multiple ripples, tremor
plastic sheet, multiple smooth ripples
plastic sheet, single boing ripple
plastic sheet, single whoosh wave
plastic sheet, smooth impacts and two slams
plastic squeaks from wheel, long

plastic squeaks, quick
salad spinner
squeaks on plate 01
squeaks on plate 02
squeaks on plate, fast rhythm
squeaks on plate, medium rhythm
squeaks on plate, slow rhythm 01
squeaks on plate, slow rhythm 02
polystyrene on glass, fast squeaks
polystyrene on glass, various squeaks
polystyrene on glass, very fast squeaks
polystyrene plastic creaks on wood 01
polystyrene plastic creaks on wood 02
polystyrene plastic creaks on wood 03
polystyrene plastic creaks
polystyrene plastic squeaks, brief
polystyrene plastic squeaks, high
polystyrene plastic squeaks, rapid and continuous
polystyrene plastic squeaks, turning
polystyrene plastic squeaks
fat muddy guy ate too much, gurgles
fat muddy guy shaked
fat muddy impact
muddy blob or dough, stir and shake, dog lap up
splats, little and muddy
water bubble, big underwater in plastic bath
water bubble, big, between underwater and air
water bubble, ultra fine, sparkling
water bubble, underwater
water drip, blink
water drip
water horn
water monster growls
water tube boings
wet sucking
wood jew's harp, various funny boings
wood jew's harp, various twangs and boings
Hydophone, bubbling voice motor, bass and idle

plastic squeaks from wheel, quick, short
salad spinner, accelerate and decelerate
squeaks on plate, sounds like a bird
squeaks on plate, sounds like a hen
squeaks on plate, fast rhythm
squeaks on plate, medium rhythm
squeaks on plate, slow rhythm
squeaks on plate, slow rhythm
polystyrene on glass, fast squeaks, cleaning
polystyrene on glass, various singing squeaks
polystyrene on glass, very fast squeaks
polystyrene plastic creaks on wood, donkey
polystyrene plastic creaks on wood, saw
polystyrene plastic creaks on wood, various rhythms
polystyrene plastic creaks, long grinding noise
polystyrene plastic squeaks, brief, bird
polystyrene high plastic squeaks, quick and continuous, brief, mouse
polystyrene plastic squeaks, rapid and continuous, saw
polystyrene plastic squeaks turning
polystyrene plastic squeaks, saw
fat muddy guy ate too much, water into rubber, gurgles
fat muddy guy shaked, water into rubber
fat muddy impacts, muffled punch with water inside rubber
muddy wet blob or dough, stir and shake, dog lap up
various little and muddy splats
water bubble, big underwater in plastic bath
water bubble, big, begin underwater, finish on air
ultra fine water bubbles, sparkling and shiny
underwater bubbles, low gargles
water drip, blink, voice effect
water drip, single
trumpet horn blows underwater
water monster growls, gargles
water tube boings, drip
wet sucking, SQUISH
wood JEW'S HARP, various funny boings, leap
various twangs and boings from wood jew harp
underwater bubbling voice motor, bass and idle

Hydrophone, air release with micro bubbles
Hydrophone, bass infra bubbles
Hydrophone, bubbling voice motor, run and stop
Hydrophone, bubbling voice motor
Hydrophone, high metal chimes doppler
Hydrophone, long metal chimes doppler
Hydrophone, meditation bowl, impacts and dopplers
Hydrophone, metal impact doppler
Hydrophone, mouth underwater farts, big bubbles
Hydrophone, short medium metal chimes doppler
Hydrophone, vocal bubbles
kazoo reactions, desappointed
kazoo reactions, enchantress
kazoo reactions, sing
kazoo reactions, surprised
kazoo reactions, understanding
kazoo, mosquito
kazoo, stupid song or animal
motorbike or moped motor with kazoo
ocarina, angry whistle 01
ocarina, angry whistle 02
ocarina, continuous wind
ocarina, long bird
ocarina, long trill, whinny 01
ocarina, long trill, whinny 02
ocarina, short bird
ocarina, short trills 01
ocarina, short trills 02, whinny
saxo toy, horn
toy trumpet, crying
toy trumpet, happy reactions
toy trumpet, laughing
toy trumpet, mosquito
toy trumpet, sad reactions
grelonium, huge metal twangs with rattle
grelonium, long rattle alarm clock
grelonium, short rattle alarm clock
grelonium, short rattle with modulation, alarm clock

air pshit release with micro bubbles
big infra bass bubbles
bubbling voice motor,start and approach, pass by, stop
bubbling voice motor
metal chimes doppler, short and high
metal chimes doppler, long and medium
meditation bowl, impacts and dopplers
metal impact doppler, sweep water
mouth underwater farts, big bass bubbles
metal chimes doppler, short and medium
vocal bubbles, bass with high modulation
KAZOO short reactions, desappointed
KAZOO short reactions, enchantress
KAZOO reaction, sing
KAZOO short reactions, surprised
KAZOO reactions, understanding, whistle
KAZOO mosquito
stupid song or animal kazoo
motorbike or moped motor with KAZOO, voice effect
ocarina, angry howling wind
ocarina, angry wind whistles
ocarina, continuous howling wind
ocarina, medium warbling bird
ocarina, long and rapid trill, whinny
ocarina, long trill, whinny
ocarina, short bird songs
ocarina, short trills, little owl
ocarina, short trills, whinny
saxo toy, HORN, train whistle
toy trumpet, cry or bleat
toy trumpet, happy reactions, approve
toy trumpet, laughing
mosquito trumpet, rapid crazy fly by
toy trumpet, sad reactions
various huge metal twangs with rattle from grelonium
long and medium rattle alarm clock ringing
short rattle alarm clock from grelonium
short rattle with modulation alarm clock from grelonium

grelonium, sick clock music
grelonium, various metal long twangs
grelonium, various metal short twangs
grelonium, various metal twangs with rattle
ball shaped shells percussion shake
ball shaped shells percussion whoosh
boing ghatam
chinese gong
kick, large impact bouncing
medium percussion shake
percussion bell chimes continuous
percussion bells chimes shake
percussion bells chimes whoosh, various effects
percussion bendir, various effects
percussion bendir
plate cymbal, spinning on floor
pluck kalimba, various effects
tambourine shake
wave drum, pass by, long
wave drum, pass by, short
wave drum, whoosh fast single and multiple
wood rattle cricket percussion, high
wood rattle cricket percussion, medium
wooden mouth percussion, ascending phrases
wooden mouth percussion, descending phrases
wooden mouth percussion, short phrases
wooden mouth percussion, single note
wooden toad percussion, grinder high cranks
wooden toad percussion, grinder medium cranks
maracas rattle shake 01
maracas rattle shake 02
maracas rattle shake 03
pod rattle shake
rattle toy shake
shell shaker, shake
shell shaker, whoosh 01
shell shaker, whoosh 02
thunder box with particles, whoosh

sick clock music from grelonium
various metal long twangs from grelonium, big wood and metal impacts, long releases
various metal short twangs from grelonium, wood and metal impact
various metal twangs with rattle from grelonium, wood and metal impacts
ball shaped SHELLS PERCUSSION shake, with fade out
ball shaped SHELLS PERCUSSION whoosh , several effects 5 lasts sounds
aquatic boing ghatam
classic chinese gong
kick, large impact bouncing, various effects
medium percussion shake, sound like coins
percussion bell CHIMES continuous, shiny metal object manipulated
percussion bells CHIMES shake, like maracas
percussion bells chimes whoosh, pass by, various magic effects
percussion bendir, pop, fly by, boom, boing, zip
percussion bendir, medium impacts
plate cymbal, spinning on floor until stop
pluck kalimba, various effects, boing, ascending and descending, bouncing
tambourine, bell shaker, shake
wave drum, pass by, long and continuously
wave drum, short pass by
wave drum, whoosh, fast, single, multiple
wood rattle cricket percussion, high
wood rattle cricket percussion, medium
wooden mouth percussion, ascending phrases
wooden mouth percussion, descending phrases
wooden mouth percussion, short phrases
wooden mouth percussion, one note played continuously, teeth
wooden toad percussion, grinder high cranks, various rhythms
wooden toad percussion, grinder medium cranks, various rhythms
maracas rattle shake, fine marbles
maracas rattle shake, medium, rattlesnake
maracas rattle shake, high
pod rattle shake
rattle TOY shake, maracas
small shell shaker, shake
small shell shaker, shake, whoosh
small shell shaker, fast whoosh
thunder box with particles, whoosh

thunder box with particles
thunder box
bottle pops with liquid
squeaks with bottle pops 01
squeaks with bottle pops 02
sucker, dry pops
sucker, little, airy suctions
sucker, little, wet suctions
sucker, long wet suctions, pops
sucker, multiple suctions
sucker, splats, suction in water, muddy and fine
bubbles
sucker, wet pops
synth boing reactions, short
synth boings Juno, long
synth boings Juno, short
synth bonus win, ascending 01
synth bonus win, ascending 02
synth bonus win, ascending, brief
synth cat meow
synth computer meow
synth crazy computer beeps
synth crazy computer sweep down, up
synth electronic impact, various bip, stupid computer
synth falling down, descending
synth fast squeaks
synth flop loose
synth glitter transition
synth laser beams
synth little bird reactions
synth long chopper warble
synth long magical warble
synth long sci-fi power down 01
synth long sci-fi power down 02
synth long sweep reactions
synth long sweep, fall, warble down
synth long sweep, warble flat

thunder box with particles, continuous
thunder box, long whoosh
bottle POPS with liquid
squeaks with large bottle POP
squeaks with medium bottle POP
sucker, dry little pops
sucker, little airy suctions, wet squishes
sucker, little, wet suctions, fart wet pops
sucker, long wet suctions, pops
sucker, multiple pumping suctions, pop
sucker, splats, suction in water, muddy and fine bubbles
sucker, short wet pops
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland JX-3P reactions short boing ascending and descending
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland Juno60 boings long square wave
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland Alpha Juno 2 boings short
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland JX-3P bonus win magical ascending
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland JX-3P bonus win magical ascending
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland JX-3P bonus win magical ascending brief
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland JX-3P cat meow
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Waldorf Microwave, short computer meow
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland JX-3P computer crazy beeps
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Dave Smith Poly Evolver sweep fall crazy computer
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Waldorf Microwave, electronic impact, various bip, stupid
computer
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland Alpha Juno 2 falling down
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland JX-3P fast squeaks
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland MKS 80 flop loose
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland MKS 70 glitter transition
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland JX-3P laser beams
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Sequential Circuits Prophet 600 little bird reactions
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland Alpha Juno 2 long chopper warble
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Sequential Circuits Prophet 600 long magical warble
SYNTHESIZER S-LAYER long sci-fi power down
SYNTHESIZER S-LAYER long sci-fi power down
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland JX-3P dull flop reactions long warble sweeps
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland JX-3P long sweep warble down fall
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland JX-3P long sweep warble flat square lfo

synth long sweep, warble up
synth long warble, flat
synth long zip, electronic warble sweep
synth loose, game over
synth power down, warble short 01
synth power down, warble short 02
synth reactions, long, descending
synth short magical warble
synth short sweep reactions
synth short zip up and down
synth space door, warble, power down, long
synth stupid boing reactions
synth sweep fall, whistle down
synth sweep fall, whistle up
synth thick fart
synth transition whoosh
synth triangle sweep
synth wrong answer, TV game, two tones
synth zip reactions, descending
synth zip reactions, questioning, ascending
synth, alarm, warbling siren, arcade 01
synth, alarm, warbling siren, arcade 02
synth, crystal note with descending warble
synth, laser shots, zip with air
synth, magical apparition
synth, three laser shots
timer chronometer close up, heavy
timer chronometer inside, weighty
timer chronometer, close up, mecanism, metal
resonnance, detail
timer chronometer, light
timer chronometer, precise and close
timer click button, start and stop
little mecanism and toy servo 01
little mecanism and toy servo 02
moo box
rattle toy and servo

VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland JX-3P long sweep warble up square lfo
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Dave Smith Poly Evolver long warble flat
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Sequential Circuits Prophet 600, long zip, electronic warble sweep
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland JX-3P loose game over
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Sequential Circuits Prophet 600 power down warble
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland JX-3P power down warble
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland JX-3P reactions loose long descending
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Sequential Circuits Prophet 600 short magical warble
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland MKS 80 dull reaction sweep short brief
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland Alpha Juno 2 short zip up down
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Sequential Circuits Prophet 600 space door warble power down
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland JX-3P stupid boing reactions
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland Alpha Juno 2 sweep whistle down fall
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland Alpha Juno 2 sweep whistle up fall
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Dave Smith Poly Evolver, thick fart
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland MKS 70 transition whoosh
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Waldorf Microwave, short triangle sweeps
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Roland MKS 80 wrong answer TV game
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Sequential Circuits Prophet 600 zip reactions descending
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Sequential Circuits Prophet 600 zip reactions questioning
ascending
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Sequential Circuits Prophet 600, alarm, warbling siren, arcade
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Sequential Circuits Prophet 600, alarm, warbling siren, arcade
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Dave Smith Poly Evolver, crystal note with descending warble
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Dave Smith Poly Evolver, laser shots, zip with air
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Sequential Circuits Prophet 600, magical apparition
VINTAGE SYNTHESIZER Dave Smith Poly Evolver, three laser shots, power down
timer chronometer close up, heavy, detail, air mic and contact mic
timer chronometer inside, weighty and fat, contact mic only
timer chronometer, close up, mecanism, metal resonnance, detail, air mic only
timer chronometer, light sound, air mic only
timer chronometer, precise and close, air mic and contact mic
timer click button, start and stop
little mecanism and toy servo, hop
little mecanism and toy servo, wind up, accelerate and stop
MOO box, loading box, various moo
rattle TOY and servo, hop

rattle toy whoosh pass by 01, various effects
rattle toy whoosh pass by 01
rattle toy whoosh pass by 02, various effects
rattle toy whoosh pass by 02
spinning top, load, little gun
spinning top, long sequences
spinning top, short sequences
toy squeaks 01
toy squeaks 02
toy squeaks 03
toy squeaks, various stupid
toy squeaks, wet, drowning, squish
cool water monster

rattle TOY whoosh, pass by, magic effects
rattle TOY whoosh pass by, maracas
rattle TOY whoosh, pass by, magic effects
rattle TOY whoosh, pass by
spinning top, load, little gun manipulation
spinning top, load, sing, turn and stop
spinning top, load, turn and stop quickly
toy squeaks, single and several bouncing
toy squeaks, single and several bouncing, short and brief
toy squeaks, single and several bouncing, plaintive
toy squeaks, stupid screams
toy squeaks, wet, drowning on water, SQUISH
cool water MONSTER, GARGLES

gargles, various water bubbles, small, medium, biggest water bubbles, gargles, small, medium, biggest, voice effect
lazy water monster
little water animal strangled
male voice effect with thunder box, monster in cavern
man drinks, deglutition
man strangled, throaty sound, burp
micro funny bubbles
monster breath
monster burp
simple minded monster
stupid birds ambience
stupid small animal
underwater bubble monster
underwater monster snoring or purring
marbled whistle, drills sounds
marbled whistle, long, zip up and down
marbled whistle, multiple, modulated, up and down
marbled whistle, short, zip up and down
marbled whistle, various effects, modulated, up and
down
party horn
whistle, multiple, zip up and down
whistle, multiple, zip up very high and down
whistle, short, zip up and down

lazy water MONSTER, low GARGLES
little water animal strangled, high GARGLES
male throaty sound in thunder box, monster in cavern
man drinks, DEGLUTITION, walla
man strangled, throaty sound, burp
micro funny vocal BUBBLES, GARGLES
MONSTER breath, long exhalation, smooth growls
monster smooth burps, GARGLES
simple minded MONSTER, cool moo
stupid birds ambience, voice effect
stupid small animal, voice effect
underwater bubble monster, growls, gargles
underwater monster snoring or purring
marbled whistle, drills sounds
marbled whistle, long, zip up and down
marbled whistle, multiple, modulated, up and down
marbled whistle, short, zip up and down, the last 4 with effects
marbled whistle, various effects, modulated, up and down
party HORN, short, long, multiple
whistle, loading, zip up and down, falling
whistle, loading, zip up and down, falling very far
whistle, various zip, short and long

